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WHEN DID YOU FIRST DISCOVER THAT
YOU WERE PSYCHIC?

FROM THE EDITOR
The month of June is full of
magic. The sun begins in
Gemini and shifts into Cancer
as it passes through the June
equinox, giving us pause to stop
and consider the balance of life.
This is a time for growth and
action. It’s a time for mystical
connections within ourselves
and in the world outside.
One of our most experienced
and beloved psychics, Andrea, is
profiled this month. She shares
deeper insights on psychic
readings, and how she helps
her clients find answers. Later
in this issue, Andrea provides
an in-depth look at pearl, June’s
birthstone.
We’ll also explore the career and
astrology of Nicole Kidman, who
has quietly proven to be one
of the foremost actors of her
generation. What astrological
and spiritual forces helped
shape the current reality of
this critically and commercially
successful personality?
Chrissie, another one of our
psychic talents, then takes us
on a journey into the Gemini
mind. What can we learn about
our own relationships by
learning about this dynamic
(and sometimes baffling) sign?
As the first half of 2017 draws
to a close, we’re looking ahead
with joy and inspiration. Our
readers are ready to deliver
personalized guidance, and our
friendly support staff are always
happy to assist in your journey.
Love and Light,

Lauren X

I have always known and felt things that
others didn’t, and only realised I was
‘different’ when I reached puberty. When
I was a child I assumed we could all ‘feel’
when someone was sad or down, even when
there was a big smile on their face; or to
“know” when something felt wrong and to
be careful around that event/time/issue. I
was instinctively able to talk to anyone of
any class, age or race and be straight and
honest, even when they didn’t want to hear
it, especially from a child.
WHAT ARE YOUR PSYCHIC TALENTS?
I am a natural empath. I feel other people’s
emotions and what is happening around
them. This helps me quide them towards
the correct path and help find answers
and clarity. As a Clairvoyant, I can see
and feel things that are yet to transpire or
choices that are to be made. Empaths can
be very clairsentient, being aware of our
surroundings and environment at all times.
For me, I can touch any object including
a building and just ‘know and feel’ the
energies that have passed through it. I can
also connect with Spirit on a Mediumship
level through my guide, who will let me pass
on messages where needed.
WHAT PSYCHIC TOOLS DO YOU USE?
I don’t need to use any tools as I can just
‘tune-in’, but I can use Tarot to strengthen
the connection and confirm or bring more
clarity if needed. I can also use Angel cards,
Crystal Ball and Runes. Again, for me, it’s
about the energy that goes with the cards
and flows through us all. Any tool just helps
me strengthen what is already there, using
and heightening the awareness I always
feel. As a natural healer and adviser I am
drawn to ancient tools, especially for Nordic
or Druid descents. I am also drawn to the
Egyptian and African divination arts.
CAN YOU TELL US ONE REMARKABLE
STORY FROM A RECENT CLIENT?
I remember talking to a lovely lady who was
surrounded by sadness, and had a lot of
pressing issues that needed to be discussed
to enable her to make a correct decision. I

kept seeing the colours burgundy and light
blue, which had no apparent significance.
As we talked about her upcoming house
move in length and the need to push this
along, the colours would just not go away.
So at the end of the reading I had to let her
know what I was seeing even without an
explanation. She burst into tears and said
that these were her son’s football team
colours. He had passed into spirit two years
previous, and she still lived in the house
where he grew up. She explained that she
had been putting the move off, as she felt
she was leaving him behind. She now ‘knew’
the move was the right thing to do. It proves
to me that not everything I am given makes
sense to me but it will to the one that needs
to hear it.

“

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT READING FOR
CLEAR PSYCHICS?
I love the people that work here. The ‘family’
feel makes it a much happier environment,
which is really important to me. As I use
my emphatic abilities to ‘tune-in,’ it’s nice
to know that a client is coming through
having being already helped in a calm and
polite manner. Having worked for Clear
Psychics for many years, I have a lot of repeat
clients. It’s lovely to hear and feel how they
are processing and moving forward. I find
this work very rewarding and I can’t imagine
wanting to work anywhere else.
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hen Nicole Kidman married Tom Cruise in 1991,
her fledgling career had reached a tipping point.
A breakthrough had come only two years earlier
with her performance in 1989’s Dead Calm. She must have
known that falling for Cruise would take her to level of
media exposure she hadn’t previously imagined, but love
has its own logic.
Kidman starred in a lot of big movies during her 10
year marriage to Cruise, including two more on-screen
collaborations with her husband in Ron Howard’s Far and
Away and Stanley Kubrick’s Eyes Wide Shut. But it wasn’t
until the pair divorced in 2001 that she really began to
make her mark. That year, she snagged a Best Actress Oscar
nomination for her performance in Moulin Rouge. The
following year, she was nominated for her performance in
The Hours — and this time, she claimed the golden statue
for Best Actress. Since marrying Keith Urban in 2006, she
has picked up two more Oscar nominations, for Rabbit
Hole (2010) and last year’s Best Picture-nominated Lion.
Now on the verge of her 50th birthday, Kidman has
four children, a happy marriage, and a resumé that is
enviable by any critical or commercial standard. So how can
Kidman’s astrological signature explain her longevity in the
industry, despite massive tabloid exposure for decades?
What spiritual forces are at work in her life?
Nicole Kidman was born in Honolulu, Hawaii on the 20th
of June, 1967. This makes her a Western Gemini (on the
cusp of Cancer) and a Sheep in Chinese Astrology. This
combination immediately jumps out as a powerful set of
tools for an actor. Gemini is the classic sign of multiplicity,
and comes with an inherent ability to “occupy” different
roles and characters. Sheep, meanwhile, are shrewd
operators with a penchant for observation and fitting
into the flock. Watching Nicole Kidman on screen, we
can see her ability to “gel” with her cast members appear
totally natural in a role. That’s why she has enjoyed critical
success that goes far beyond many of her commercially
successful counterparts.

Kidman’s moon in 2nd house Sagittarius is another aspect
that speaks to her global success. It suggests that her
emotional style is a blend of inspiration and pragmatism,
and that her intuition has consistently led her into lucky
spots.
If we’re looking for raw star power in Kidman’s chart, we
find it in abundance. Jupiter sits directly on the midheaven
in Leo, with Venus very close. This type of artillery in Leo
gives a definite star quality, but when it’s also positioned
at the very top of the chart, you have the makings of a
household name. Barring Nicole’s deeper intellectual and
intuitive qualities, her Leo energies alone would have
probably taken her a long way. But in the context of her
entire signature (especially her Chinese sign of Sheep,
which helps her work consistently toward goals), she
appears to have been destined for great things.
It’s also worth noting that Kidman’s sun, while in airy and
dynamic Gemini, is in the very last degrees of that sign.
Had she been born a day or two later, her sun would have
been in watery and nurturing Cancer. Most astrologers
give credence to the principle that planets on the cusp
(especially the sun) will imbue natives a blend of qualities
from both sides. Kidman has a very caring and nurturing
side which often comes through in her roles, as well as
in her personal life, where she closely guards the privacy
of her four children.
Now that we know a little bit about Kidman’s astrological
signs, what can we say about the future? With five high
profile films currently in production for release dates across
2017 and 2018, we could see Nicole Kidman move into a
later phase of her career that puts her on par with screen
legends like Meryl Streep and Judi Dench. Another Oscar
win may not be far off for Kidman, but even if she decides
to dial back her involvement in new projects, expect Mars
and 12th house Libra to keep her hard at work behind the
scenes, looking after her loved ones and championing the
social causes she holds dear.

June Horoscopes

Check out today’s horoscopes at clearpsychics.com/horoscopes.html

Aries
This is a month when your emotional outlook and
interactions are going to come into particular focus. Where
you live, who with and how, can also be important strands.
Fortunately, the 6th can see an improvement in your financial
circumstances. Your mind will also step up a gear from
the 3rd, but choose your words carefully from the 9th. A
relationship logjam is eased from the 9th.

Taurus
The month begins with the Sun squaring up to the dreamy
energies of Neptune. Some care may be needed when
dealing with any financial issue which can influence your
future or concerns anyone you know well. This is the time
when you need to stay very clear minded in your approach.
However, the planets conspire to help you hugely in this
regard, in the last ten days.

Gemini
When it comes to a professional aspiration, someone you
encounter in the first week of this month may believe that
you’re not being realistic. Although this could dampen your
spirits, try to see that actually they may have a point. June is
a time when you need to be very earthy in your approach
and seek out tangible results. But creativity is re-sparked
from the 9th of the month.

Cancer
With Mars arriving in your zodiac sign for a six week
occupation on the 5th, this is going to give you much
more punch and a sense of purpose in your approach, but
particularly from the 21st when the Sun and Mercury arrive
too. You will need this, because from the 12th to the 21st,
you may find yourself questioning your approach. But you
can rekindle your belief as the month unfolds.

Leo
That old saying of business and pleasure not mixing can hold
particularly true in the first week. However, the 7th gives you
an opportunity to think carefully about the people that you
wish to be closely involved yourself with, and the 9th can be
a further pointer in this regard. In fact, the rest of this month
could see you deciding to thin out contact with those who
are no longer truly relevant.

Virgo
Someone you encounter in the first week of this month
may prove to be a little bit unreliable, and especially linked
to your work. Yet ironically, this can be a month when the
contacts you have and the people you network with can
prove to be incredibly important. Mind, the last four days
of this month could throw up some intense scenes, and
especially around your love life.

Free Chinese horoscopes! www.clearpsychics.com/chinese-astrology.html

Libra
Because you can be a very obliging person, the early days
of June ask you to firm up your boundaries, for otherwise
other people’s expectations could be a drain on your need
to be a free spirit. The great news however, is that Jupiter in
your sign goes into forward motion from the 9th and your
ambitions can also take a big step forwards in the last ten
days of this month.

Scorpio
The lovely Venus moves into your opposite sign on the 6th.
This is going to give you an opportunity to create some real
magic in all sorts of involvements. However financially, there
may be some stop/start moments between the 12th and
the 21st. Any limitations can seem to be that much greater.
Your passion and conviction about a subject can become
much clearer as the month ends.

Sagittarius
Your ruler goes into direct motion after tracking backwards
since early February. If your future plans have seemed
somewhat stymied since then, this change will help, though
balancing your emotional expectations with long-term aims
is still going to be a challenge. Saturn is also going to block
both Mercury and the Sun between the 12th and the 21st,
so relationships will require care.

Capricorn
A situation that has proved unsatisfactory for some time can
come up to the boil this month, but your desire to overcome
any obstacles is going to be absolutely awesome. The trick
however is to do so, but not in a way which proves destructive
to key relationships. However frustrating someone may
prove, nurture may still be a better approach than showing
full-on frustration.

Aquarius
Naturally a risk taker?You could listen to your hunches early
this month and actually do well. If you’re not, try not to
change the habit of a lifetime. June is a time which does
give you a wonderful opportunity to demonstrate your
talents, but only when you can back these up in a structured,
practical and formulaic way. A secret opponent can show
their hand late in the month.

Pisces
There’s so much to go for this month and so much positivity.
Your physical vitality is going to leap, and your personal
expression can also flow, most of the time pretty well. Mind,
a clash between the Sun and Mercury, and the restrictive
energies of Saturn from the 12th to the 21st, could see
your personal space impinged upon. But real progress is
possible from then.

Romancing Gemini
By psychic Chrissie
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he twins aspect of Gemini
allows for a quick change
between thoughts & ideas.
This is one of the main
Gemini traits. Natives of this sign
don’t like to be bored, and are
always longing for the thrill of the
chase. In fact, they often enjoy
the journey more than the actual
arrival!
Gemini is a mutable sign of the
Zodiac, which means natives have
a certain power to be flexible &
adaptable. They’re able to adapt
to different situations quickly, and
find creative ways to “go with the
flow” — whichever way it’s flowing,
irrespective of the reasoning!
Gemini is also an air sign, which
symbolises communication &
intellect. These qualities are prized
by Geminis, who are naturally good
at coming up with new ideas &
projects. The fact that Mercury is
Gemini’s ruling planet injects a
certain ‘edge’ to those born under
this sign, making them sharp and
witty. Geminis will often make
remarks that cut deep, even when
it’s not intentional.
So how do these traits related
to dating and romance? Even if

you’re not dating a Gemini, what
can this sign teach you? This is
a very sociable sign. The typical
Gemini is a people person, has
plenty to say, and is always happy
to communicate their ideas &
thoughts to others. However,
Gemini is also known as a flirty sign.
Natives get on great at parties & in
social settings. They enjoy being
the centre of attention. Charm is
another one of their strong suits,
and it’s easy to see why they are
popular with all age groups.
At the same time, Gemini longs for
constant change and is constantly
seeking new stimulation. Since
Gemini is constantly trying to
steer clear of boredom, natives
are often given to changing their
minds about who they want to be
with, or under what circumstances.
This aspect of their personality can
get them a reputation as a flirt. This
is definitely a factor when dating a
Gemini, or being a native Gemini
and dating other signs.
Romantically speaking, there are
certain star signs that fare better
with Gemini than others. This
doesn’t mean that other star signs

won’t get along — just that they
will have to try a little harder to
forge a relationship. Those born
with the sun in Aries often match
up well with Gemini, since both
signs follow the desire to have fun
and enjoy life to the full. Leo can
also ticks the boxes needed for a
good relationship with Gemini —
as can Libra, which tends to bring
out the best in both partners.
Although it may seem that having
a relationship with a Gemini person
can be difficult at times, there
are great rewards to be had. Life
should never be dull, and variety
will always play a big part in the
relationship. With Gemini, there
are always new avenues to explore
and new adventures ever on the
horizon! There will be uncertainties
and indecision from time to time;
but if the astrological connection
is strong in other areas, Gemini
can truly be an inspiration for any
sign of the Zodiac. Gemini can be
incredibly loving and caring, and
will put their heart and soul into
making their partner happy. Maybe
it’s worth taking a chance?
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THE HIDDEN POWER OF PEARL

By psychic Andrea
pin 7726
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e’ve all heard of the age-old saying ‘Pearls of
Wisdom’, but do we really know where that
comes from, or why the wearer of pearls is
deemed wise? In some Ancient cultures,
pearls were a talisman of the arts, inspiration and spiritual
perfection. Pearl is also seen as a feminine talisman. It is
believed that the wearer is granted extraordinary foresight
and protection from negativity and ‘Evil Eye.’
The pearl is also valued for its extraordinary healing
abilities: Boosting sexual energy, strengthening vision,
and healing ear diseases. Pearl has long been thought to
be very beneficial for your heart, lungs, kidneys, urinary
system and liver.
Throughout history, pearls have always seemed to hold a
magical alchemical quality. This is due to the long process
of the Oyster, Mussel or Clam who organically transforms a
small grain of sand into a beautiful translucent pearl within
its shell. Painstakingly creating this perfect sphere takes a
long time — sometimes 20 years or more. It could also be
that ancients mystics and healers saw very little distinction
between pearls and actual stones. In other words, the
serene beauty of the Pearl made it a perfect complement
to other, flashier gems.
Pearl is actually the oldest known gem — and for many
centuries it was also considered the most valuable. Its
distinct appearance and watery origins have created a rich
tapestry of folklore and healing applications for centuries.
Pearl is the astral stone for the signs Gemini and Cancer,
traditionally linked to the month of June. It is said that
in early cultures that the pearl was born when a single
drop of rain fell from the heavens and became the heart
of the oyster. Pearls have even been called the ‘teardrops

of the moon’. Of course, their shape strongly evokes the
Moon and not surprisingly many cultures have made
lunar connections with pearls throughout time. These
connections are then further reinforced with the Moon’s
symbolic connection to our oceans and seas, where pearls
are born. In ancient Vedic texts, the pearl is born of the
Earth’s waters and the Heaven’s powers, fertilized by a
flash of lightning. It is considered to be the daughter of the
Moon. In more Western cultures, the pearl has astrological
associations with the planet Venus and like pearls, the
goddess of love came from the sea. Some other cultures
believe that pearls were formed by passing angels through
the clouds of heaven.
Over time, especially in the Western world, the pearl has
become the symbol of purity and innocence. It is often
sewn into bridal gowns, or worn as jewellery by the
bride. However, in many other cultures (and for those of
us who are more superstitious), pearls should never be
used in an engagement or wedding ring, or indeed given
as a gift to anyone. This is because they symbolize tears,
and are believed to bring sadness. Brides have long been
cautioned against wearing pearls on their wedding day,
lest they bring tears to the marriage.
Confused? With such an ancient beautiful gem stone, there
will always be conflicting and diversely different views
— especially across different cultures, religions and time.
But no matter what your reasons for connecting to this
beautiful gemstone (beauty and wisdom, healing powers
or purity, good fortune or wealth, or even love), you can be
sure you are wearing an exquisitely beautiful gem that is
rich in history, tradition and folklore.

Use pin 7726 for a live psychic reading with Andrea
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